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Abstract: 
The evidence for the cometary origin then rapid global spread of COVID-19 through 2020 is 
reviewed. It outlines why it is the alternative plausible scientific explanation – to bat/pangolin 
jump theories - hat is consistent with the available data viz. the arrival of COVID-19 as 
infective cryopreserved virions in cometary meteoritic dust clouds from space in a meteorite 
strike over China on October 11 2019. Given this possibility, a new space challenge for 
mankind is to develop near- Earth early warning biological surveillance (and mitigation) 
systems for incoming cosmic in- falls of micro-organisms and viruses from the cometary dust 
and meteorite streams that our planet routinely encounters as it orbits the Sun. 
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Since it first emerged in Wuhan, China in late November into December 2019 the 

coronavirus pandemic due to COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) has been engulfing the world with 

considerable economic and health impact targeting mainly our elderly co-morbid citizens 

with clear deficits mainly in type I and type III interferon inducible anti-viral immunity [1-5]. 

 

How credible then is our conclusion, embodied in our title, that the COVID-19 pandemic 

could have arrived from space? The editors have invited us to outline this evidence for an 

extraterrestrial origin, which we began publishing from early 2020 [6 -10] and then in a mid-

year review which appeared in November 2020 [11]. Our initial focus has been to explain the 

key events of the first months of the pandemic so as to understand its origin and rapid global 

spread. We marshalled not only the geophysical and temporal global epidemiological 

evidence [6-8, 12], the prior knowledge from astrophysical and astrobiological evidence [13-

16] but also gained insight into the genetic adaptation strategy of the virus, based on 

APOBEC and ADAR deaminase driven responses in infected subjects. These host innate 

immune responses designed to mutate and thus cripple the viral RNA genome actually helps 

steer viral haplotype diversification for optimal replicative efficacy. We view this as a ribo-

switching host-parasite selection process for the fittest transmissible RNA haplotypic genome 

in a subject host [12,17]. 

 

Our short narrative summary of one possible scenario not considered as mainstream thinking 

goes like this: A life-bearing loosely held carbonaceous cometary bolide arrived in the 

stratosphere over Jilin in North East China on the night of Oct 11 2019. This well-

documented and widely observed event is recorded at the Space.com website. The viral-laden 

cometary dust particles and clumps (typically micron size) were released prior to the fireball 

in a fragmentation process, and they began their expected slow descent from the stratosphere 

in the 40o N Latitude band (30 o - 50 o). Over the next month some of this cometary-meteorite 

dust cloud was brought down to ground by local weather precipitation (rain) targeting the 

central Chinese city of Wuhan in Hubei province. This event, within another month, ignited 

by mass simultaneous infective exposure caused the explosive rise of COVID-19 cases 

through January in Wuhan and its wider contaminated regions. About 30% of all such 

infections were demonstrably not connected to any food or wet market [18,19]. However 

much of the upper troposphere/stratosphere viral laden dust remained there in the East to 

West (E-W) jet streams and was distributed around the globe at great speed (jet-streams 

circle the globe in ~ 3 days at speeds 150-200 km/hr). We speculate that explosive outbreaks 
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on the ground of human person-to-person (P-to-P) passaged COVID-19 viruses could have 

created a secondary rising plume of viral-laden pollution and dust [20,21] over Wuhan and 

Hubei province containing trillions of dust-associated COVID-19 virions. We think that this 

plume was then carried by the lower level West to East (W-E) prevailing wind systems across 

the Pacific (Max Wallis, pers comm) engaging cruise ships through February in the South 

China Sea and Sea of Japan (Diamond Princess, Westerdam). This mode of transfer, 

including early first wave in-falls in South Korea and Japan and, by mid-February, to the US 

West Coast [7], could explain the virus outbreak on the Grand Princess cruise ship sailing 

out of San Francisco. This scenario for the Grand Princess outbreak has supportive genetic 

evidence as the main COVID-19 haplotype in infected passengers was identical to the 

unmutated (and lightly mutated) L haplotype that dominated the Wuhan outbreak [12,22]. 

The deposits in the higher E-W jet streams could have been brought down by capricious local 

weather conditions during early-mid March 2020 in Tehran/Qom, Lombardy/Italy and Spain, 

and then on the 40o N Latitude band to engage New York City as our earlier analysis had 

predicted [7,8]. 

 

The explosive outbreaks at widely dispersed global sites are consistent with this scenario. 

Further, they happened at great speed, with exponential growth rates of case numbers per 

day, that defied initial expectations of P-to-P spreading with the expected 1-2 week infection 

incubation periods. Aerial infective in-fall by viral laden dust over large population centres 

seems the most logical explanation for the simultaneous infections with little evidence of 

delay due to incubation time. The same explosive apparent simultaneous large-scale 

outbreaks occurred in clearly documented cases of deck crew members on ships at sea 

[17,23] and in the remote Chilean Bernardo O'Higgins Army Station in Antarctica in late 

December 2020 [24].  In a similar vein, the island of Sri Lanka flatlined in case numbers for 

many months with hardly any cases, and became suddenly engaged in a mass outbreak of 

over a 1000 COVID-19 cases in the period Oct 4-6 [10] and see also Sri Lanka at the Google 

URL search link below [25].  

 

By March into April part of the E-W 40o N jet stream transporting the dust clouds was 

diverted into South America, particularly Brazil by prevailing Atlantic ocean wind systems 

[9]. From there on the prevailing wind systems of the Southern Hemisphere became engaged 

as the principal carriers of the infalling viral laden dust clouds. The high profile infective 

outbreaks were those in June through September occurring predominantly in South Africa 
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and Victoria Australia, which coincidently are on the same prevailing W-E 40o S Latitude 

band (the French Polynesian Islands became engaged several months later from September). 

The latter interpretation for Victoria, Australia, is at odds with the prevailing local belief that 

the 2nd Wave outbreak was caused by hotel quarantine “escapees into the community”. This 

claim infers that infected travellers to Melbourne in March-April from Northern Hemisphere 

zones inadvertently spread the virus into the community where after several months these 

“escapee” variants then ignited the 2nd Wave in late June 2020. However, our evaluation of 

the publicly available Victorian case incidence data and the publicly available COVID-19 

genomic sequence data leads to a qualified and quite different explanation which is also 

consistent with the viral laden dust cloud in-fall interpretation. 

 

Interested readers can perform their own survey of the global COVID-19 cases per day 

patterns since early 2020 to the present at the Google URL site listed below to verify our 

claims [25]. It is evident that the disease has now spread all over the globe to all major 

continents and regions. But it is an exceedingly patchy pattern worldwide as discussed 

extensively in Hoyle and Wickramasinghe [13] again recently in Wickramasinghe et al [10] 

and as is evident in the Figures and Supplementary data to be found in Steele and Lindley 

[12] and Steele et al [11,17]. Thus epidemics begin and end at different times in different 

regions and reach different intensities. In our view this behaviour reflects globally dispersed 

fragmented viral laden dust clouds brought haphazardly and capriciously to ground by local 

meteorological conditions. Certain regions may not experience a real in-fall event, and this is 

borne out in islands like Taiwan despite its closeness to China. The vagaries of local weather, 

prevailing winds, and chance in-fall of viral-laden dust clouds combine to present a 

capricious pattern of attack. 

 

So in the ongoing pandemic, outbreaks around the globe have their own sudden beginnings 

and endings, yet major regions on the N 40o Latitude band (North America, Europe) have 

experienced several “Waves” already, or by the scenario considered here, separate “wash 

down” events from the troposphere. An interesting feature across all regions where a clear 

single mode of in-fall can be discerned is an unmistakable symmetrical bell-shaped curve, 

such as happened for the 2nd Wave in Victoria Australia, 1st Wave in South Africa, and the 1st 

Wave in Pakistan. There are many instances of this type if one cares to Google survey the 

case incident patterns per day across the globe [25]. Despite the height of the peak or 

intensity of the epidemic in individual instances, it is remarkable that the base of the 
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symmetrical curve stretches typically over 2-3 months. The simplest interpretation is that this 

reflects the decay time of the virions in the physical environment, which remains remarkably 

the same across the globe. 

 

With respect to the symmetrical nature of the bell-shaped curves describing the distributions 

of cases per day seen in such well documented epidemics such as the Victorian 2nd Wave an 

important deduction can be drawn about the impact of extreme ‘lockdown’ social distancing 

measures aimed at reducing viral reproduction rate Ro to less than 1. We have statistically 

analysed the Gaussian features of the Victorian 2nd Wave (which peaked on August 1-2, 

2020). The best Gaussian fit with R2 gives 0.8999 which implies an almost perfect statistical 

fit to a symmetrical bell-shaped curve. Such a result would be consistent with the epidemic 

curve being overwhelmingly dominated by the growth and decay of a localised atmospheric 

in-fall event. The hard Stage 4 lockdown in Victoria came into affect on August 2, 2020. 

Given this perfect symmetry we conclude that the hard lock down measures had little impact, 

if any, on the course of the 2nd Wave COVID-19 epidemic in Victoria, Australia. This 

conclusion is consistent with the independent analyses of the impact of extreme lockdown 

measures on the course of the COVID-19 lockdowns introduced in a number of States in the 

USA during 2020 [26]. 

 

The patterns we have discussed apply generally to the manner in which suddenly emergent 

pandemics run their course throughout history [13]. It seems plausible to us that many might 

be a combination of washdown from the troposphere, leading to population wide exposures, 

eventually inducing herd immunity and a natural decay of the virions in the environment. 

However, we admit that there are many unknowns and that there are alternative explanations 

for these effects. Yet, on some specific details presented to us, the scenario presented here is 

a possible new reality that will need much future research. 

 

Thus, from our viewpoint, the bulk of the key global evidence is consistent with an extra-

terrestrial origin of COVID-19. Are there alternative explanations for the sudden origin and 

rapid global spread of the pandemic? We have dealt with this issue at some length [17], and 

there is one possible yet highly unlikely scientific explanation, and a bioweapon conspiracy 

theory explanation. Both are discussed in detail in Steele et al [17], but it is the zoonotic 

theory that can be dealt with rationally and scientifically, namely that COVID-19 arose in a 

jump from an animal reservoir, either in one or two steps or in combination, with SARS CoV 
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related variants growing in bats and/or pangolins. In reviewing all the known related bat and 

pangolin SARS-CoV-like sequences the closest possible precursors are 96.2 % similar to the 

COVID-19 Hu-1 reference sequence (29903 nt). To get an exact match, in the normal 

haplotype range for globally dispersed COVID-19 of 99.98% sequence similarity [12,17] this 

involves >1100 specific nucleotide changes in the precursor to get such an exact COVID-19 

match. These numbers imply super astronomical odds against a successful jump. Indeed, 

even if we are generous and assume only a 1% difference (which has not been seen in the 

wild) this gives odds of one successful mutational jump in 10180 trials, which also is a super 

astronomical number, far exceeding the molecular, and statistical, resources of the known 

universe. In our view a zoonotic explanation for the origin of COVID-19, although a valid 

scientific concept, is implausible on the current evidence [17]. 

 

This leaves us then with an alternative plausible scientific explanation that is consistent with 

the available data: the arrival of COVID-19 as infective cryopreserved virions in cometary 

meteoritic dust clouds from space. Given this possibility, a new space challenge for mankind 

is to develop near- Earth early warning biological surveillance (and mitigation) systems for 

incoming cosmic in- falls of micro-organisms and viruses from the cometary dust and 

meteorite streams that our planet routinely encounters as it orbits the Sun. 
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URL Links for some key references ( Important links- these could be condensed into simpler links 
by production) 

23. Antartica Base: The remote Chilean Army Base in Antartica suddenly became engaged in 
late December 2020 by multiple simultaneous COVID-19 cases 
https://www.smh.com.au/world/south-america/covid-19-spreads-to-antartica-20201222-p56pnd.html 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-12-23/more-covid-cases-linked-to-chilean-antarctic-
base/13009706 

24. Google: “Coronavirus disease statistics”URL is 
https://www.google.com.au/search?hl=en&ei=vWxyX7ipM4-
m9QP18If4CQ&q=Coronavirus+disease+statistics&oq=Coronavirus+disease+statistics&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQA
zICCAAyAggAOgQIABBHOgcIABCxAxBDOgQIABBDULZUWPh1YJF7aABwAXgAgAH2AYgBvA6SAQYwLjEwLjGYAQ
CgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6yAEGwAEB&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwj4-47e-
4zsAhUPU30KHXX4AZ8Q4dUDCAw&uact=5 
 This gives you the “Australia” dashboard (from there you can choose your country in the menu bar scroll) 
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